Allegheny County Coalition for Recovery
Education Committee:

Minutes
Date: October 18, 2016
Co-Chair(s): Keirston Parham; Tacia Brentley
Note taker: Lillie Mathews
Attendees: William Boyce; Jordan Pearlman; Jim Powell; Sharon Ruggs; Terri
Winaught; Jessica Francis;
Brief Announcements: The minutes were reviewed and accepted. The committee
would like to welcome Sharon Ruggs to the group. This note taker will not be at the
November 15th meeting, due to another commitment (CPS Training).
Agenda Item: Recovery 101
Committee Goal Being Addressed: Discussion
Discussion: Where are we now?
Action Item
Tacia shared about how long we have been working on
this project, and we have a whole lot of good information.
She also thought that the presentation Bill showed us
last week is a excellent way to get started, with a little
tweaking. A lot of us agreed with Tacia. We should also
jot down some ideas to add.
Bill stated how he appreciated Danielle’s ideas and
assistance with this project. Bill showed us more of the
presentation, with more added ideas; such as
icebreakers.
Agenda Item: Recovery 101
Committee Goal Being Addressed: Discussion
Discussion:
What will we do next?
Bill talked about what the committee can bring in to the
next meeting regarding his presentation: what is
missing? What could we add? Send out a survey to all
providers, to see if they are interested in something like
this; if they are doing something would they be willing to
share their ideas CONT. already doing something like
this, and would they mind sharing with us. Bill also
shared some case studies that were great ideas great
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for this project. There is still some room for input.
KP shared about Utilization, and the importance to know
what is your role and how it can empower one. Use open
discussion; use real examples; 8 dimensions (identify
strength which can identify barriers to recovery) most
people do not know barriers.
So we should focus more on “ The Role”.
Next Meeting: 11/15/2016
Pittsburgh Mercy (Southside)
330 Ninth Street
12:30P.M. to 2:00P.M.

